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LIGHTING

LANGUAGE 0F COLORS $N £HE STAGE

TECIGIICAL REH'EA RSA LS

INSPIRATIOE

 

LIGHTING: Designers:

The Fishing Scene:

 

For the quarreling scene we must have more green and

yellow. and more red. brown-red. During this scene there must

appear more red spots in shawls. handkerchiefa, etc. When

the boat is nearing. try to paint everything yellow. a pri-
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mary yellow in the costumes, in the spots. This will 5
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greater activity and more streaming somewhere. Change a1

black things to blue. At the moment when the boat is seen.

gradually more yellow must appear. In nother Dillard's moment,

take away all possible red spots. We need some gray here.

For this scene. after the yellow. it is very good to have a

lot of gray. In John's scene there must be more blue and green -

no longer gray but blue.

[ANGUAGE OF COLORS!

 

of the colors on the stage itself, not only by drawing and

painting. We have got some new ideas as to how to change them.

It is an attempt, and we must realize that we will always get

some new things when we see things on the stage. Also some

difficult problems will arise, and this is the problem for the

director and designer and the assistants. They must decide



  

but still the changes will be there.

That kind of shawls, headcoverinha, aprons, a;e

possible, and how can we justify them? Please

 

tify all the changes in color, and Show us next ti a

right lights and settings - changing is il acting the whole

 

scene. You will not have your cast act, but they will ta

 

their nlaces in the mise en sdEne of the me‘t. and then you

can change many things.

TECHNICAL REMEARSALS:

The purpose of all technical rehearsals is always

for some special aim — for finding, exploring or exercising

some special things which we need to find or exercise con-

sciously. For example. if you have to do a very complicated

movement on the stage, and you have to rehearse it — this is

a technical rehearsal. 0r let us say the fiirector has to

find a miss an scene for a particular moment - this s a

technical rehearsal. For the actors it nuans that they know

yflx the rehearsal is technical. In the case of the director

who wants to find a mise en scene, then the actors must he

just like boeies. but for themSQIVes they must explore some-

thing, and justify and awaken the fee inn of truth. The ac-

tors must always be active :or

 

\ey must Ge



 

I have mentioned once that the actor rny be inspired

during a technical rehearsal. This is very p0 sible becausea

during a technical rehearsal the actor's soul reels free. and

this is the moment when inspiration comes more often than

otherwise. If inspiration comes. everyone will understand

that you are acting because you have some inspiration. But

what is not allowed is half—doing. half-acting. half-technical.

This is very disturbing for us. or course such rules are

relative. because they must be flexible, but this is the idea

of the technical rehearsal.


